Information and resources for Ukrainians and others affected by the war

- **MIT MyLife Services** provides MIT faculty, staff, postdocs, and their families access to a network of experts who are available to help with life concerns. They have prepared materials for anyone who reaches out for assistance related to the war.

- For students in need of support, email: ukrainehelp@mit.edu.

- Ukraine@MIT is a recently established club and a group of Ukrainian community members and allies. The group currently leads efforts of advocating on behalf of Ukrainian community members, as well as organizing events and fundraisers to help Ukraine. You can reach them at ukrainians@mit.edu, or reach out to the treasurer (msmyk@mit.edu) or president directly (shorokh@mit.edu).

- MIT News story about how the MIT community stands with Ukraine at candlelight rally.

- **Initiatives and resources** collected by the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) to connect those wanting to help with those in need of support.